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WHO IS MWV?
MWV is a global leader in packaging and packaging solutions

- $6 billion in revenue
- 22,000 employees worldwide
- Presence in 30 countries
- Growth in emerging markets
- +40% sales outside North America
- 25% of revenue from related businesses
  (Specialty Chemicals, Consumer & Office Products, Land Management)
Global Locations

- Corporate Offices
- Packaging Operations: Paperboard | Packaging | Dispensing
- Other Operations: C&OP | Chemicals | CDLM
MWV – Serving the World’s Leading Brand Owners
Our Customers Demand:

- Known, legal sources
- Responsible forest management
- Social responsibility
- Evidence for Lacey and/or EU compliance
- Risk management program
MWV Primary Manufacturing

- 3 Integrated mills – Southern U.S.
  - SFI, PEFC CoC certified (one FSC)
  - SFI certified fiber and fiber sourcing
  - SFI certified forestlands
- 2 Integrated mills – Brazil
  - PEFC, FSC CoC certified
  - Cerflor certified fiber supply

MWV products are considered low risk, relative to illegal activity, Lacey and EU regulation non-conformance
However, areas of exposure for MWV:

- **Converting Operations**
  - Purchase of non-MWV paperboard
- **Consumer and Office Products**
  - Finished goods produced outside of North America
- **Primary fiber originating outside of U.S.**
Converting Operations

- Purchase from known, reputable suppliers
- Chain of custody certification
  - PEFC, FSC, SFI
- Program to purchase only certified materials
Consumer and Office Products

- Rigorous supplier qualification program
- Established facility audits (social and legal compliance)
- All suppliers to be certified
  - FSC or PEFC
- Local, on site document reviews
Purchase of fiber from outside North America…

- Conformance with SFI fiber sourcing requirements
  - Appropriate due diligence, risk assessment
- Chain of custody required
- To date, all purchased fiber has been either FSC or PEFC certified

_MWV rarely purchases fiber from outside of the U.S._
Summary

- Due to the location of our operations, MWV products are low risk
- However, some products and activities require due diligence

MWV uses forest certification (FSC, PEFC, Cerflor and SFI), combined with chain of custody, as a primary filter for responsible fiber sourcing